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About The Manual
The Minimal Waste Manual (MWM) is an illustrated guide to what is in our waste and what to do with it. The manual specifically
targets AUB offices because of the excess daily waste produced within those spaces. We define offices as spaces belonging to
departments, centers, and institutes. This excludes cafeterias, labs, restrooms, and the gymnasium.
The manual is grounded in research and months-long sorting experiments. The main objective is to identify and characterize
the waste, and offer ways to manage it practically. We emphasize on reduction and encourage refusing, reusing, repurposing,
and recycling/composting. We also provide a list of Do’s and Don’ts that will come in handy in an office set-up.
This manual aligns with AUB’s vision of education and civic responsibility, and establishes a solid ground for all of us to be
guardians of nature; starting from our own campus and moving beyond.

OUR CURRENT SITUATION

OVERVIEW
As trash continues to stack up in our cities and
villages with no resolution in sight, we face a
daily threat to our health and ecosystem.
In this manual, we underline the importance
of the connection between the personal and
the communal, in conserving nature and
in maintaining the well-being and health
of Each person, on and off campus.

We are committed to fostering a sustainable
environment that integrates students, faculty, and
staff in the quest for managing waste on campus.

How the waste crisis damages our environment

Disease Increase*
In April 2016, a mass swarm of
mosquitoes infested the area
between Jiyyeh and Saida.

Mass Wildfires*
In the summer of 2016
uncontrollable wildfires
forced many to evacuate.
*:
- https://goo.gl/KXhQiP
- M. Chaaya and co-workers, Environmental
Health (2017) DOI 10.1186/s12940-017-0240-6
- https://goo.gl/YTZRE2

Unhealthy Air*
Workers around dumpsites in
Lebanon have already seen a
spike in fatigue, headache,
nausea, and respiratory
complications because
of toxic air.

WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?
Waste production is a major contributor to pollution
in our country. With over 2,500,000 tons of waste
produced annually in Lebanon, we are heading
towards another waste crisis.
We need to REDUCE our consumption, our
greenhouse gas emissions, and our carbon footprint
as much as possible. This manual will help you take
your first step towards a more sustainable future.

WHAT ARE GREENHOUSE GASES?
1 Minimizing waste keeps the office clean and fresh.
No more plastic bottles all over the desk, coffee-filled
paper cups around the office, or papers strewn
everywhere.
2 Minimizing waste curtails your environmental
footprint. Reducing personal and office use of
plastics, paper, and metal, significantly lessens the
negative effects on our environment.
3 Minimizing waste reduces financial costs. When
you spend less, you reduce, which conserves natural
resources and slows down the progress of global
warming. A work space which thinks minimally
maximizes resources.
4 Minimizing waste sparks new ways of thinking. By
integrating minimal waste into your work space, you
are slowly changing your habits and even
showcasing its importance to family and friends.

Greenhouse gases are gases found in the
atmosphere that absorb and trap radiation
from the sun. The heat caused by the
trapped radiation directly contributes to
global warming. These gases include carbon
dioxide, methane, water vapor, and others.

Methane CH4
Responsible for 19 %
of global warming.
Sources

Carbon dioxide CO2
Responsible for 91 % of global
warming in the last 5 years.
Sources

Burning Fossil Fuel

Rotting garbage

Rice Crops

Wastewater

Gas from
Livestock

FOOTPRINTS

VISUALIZING FOOTPRINTS

Carbon Footprint

Average Lebanese Carbon footprint:
5 tons of carbon a year.
1 ton = 1,000 kg

A carbon footprint is the measure of carbon
emissions by a person, company, or country.
Your carbon footprint is built up from activities and
materials you buy and consume, e.g. transportation,
traveling, buying groceries, or even sending an email.

Below are the carbon footprints of some everyday items.
Remember, knowing is half the battle.

Deforestation, extinction of species, and even food
insecurity are all effects of the increase in humanity’s
carbon footprint.

Disposable bags
Plastic
0.010 kg of CO2 for every supermarket bag
(5.2 kg of CO2 a year if you use 10 bags a week)

Making a cup of
coffee or tea

Average 0.07 kg of CO2
0.34 kg for a large latte
125 kg a year for large lattes.

Roll of toilet paper

0.73 kg of CO2
76 kg of CO2 a year
(if 2 rolls are used a week)

Plastic bottle

This manual will help you apply the skills
and knowledge necessary to minimize waste,
lessen your carbon footprint, and impact
your environment positively!

Paper bag
0.012 g of CO2 per bag
(6.2 kg of CO2 a year if you use 10 bags a week)

0.8 kg of CO2
(Average of 90 kg of CO2 a year)

WHAT’S IN OUR WASTE?
In the summer of 2017, we ran a two-month trial
in our offices where we sorted, counted, and
weighed our waste. Here’s what we found:

Plastic / Metal / Glass
80 Plastic bottles
36 Straws
24 Cups
10 Plastic cutleries
36 Plastic containers
70 Plastic bags
10 Glass bottles
12 Cans

WASTE IN WEIGHT

10.4 kg or 2 Cats

Organics

Paper/ Cardboard

Food remnants
fruit skin

60 Paper cups
Paper and Cardboard

54.6 kg or 6 Watermelons

9.6 kg or 3 Laptops

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the waste characterization we suggest
having four main bins to help sort your waste

Bin 1 Plastic / Metal / Glass

Organic Waste
What CAN be composted?

52%
Organic
Organic
Waste

What CANNOT be composted?
This goes to regular trash
a.Meat, grease, bones, skin
b.Dairy products and fatty foods

We are setting a small scale
operation at NCC - for those who
are committed to having their
organics composted, call us on our
extension: 4509 for more details.

Bin 3 Organics

Do

Compost!

a. Food waste: grains, bread,
fruits, and vegetables
b. Coffee grinds and tea bags
c. Compostable plates, cups, and cutlery
(usually indicated on them or on packaging)

Bin 2 Paper/ Cardboard

1- First and foremost, one should refer to
local facilities and authorities for a list of
what can and should be recycled. Not
everything is recyclable! *
2- Minimize space in the recycling bin by
flattening cardboard, crushing plastics,
and crumbling cans.
3- Save your e-waste (batteries, mobile
phones, keyboards) for recycling. *

Our waste is 52% organic.
If properly dealt with and
composted, we could cut
the waste crisis in half!

4- Minimize tissue paper consumption by
using a towel. If you cannot use a towel,
try to limit tissue paper by giving yourself
a quota.

Bin 4 Trash

Don’t
1- Recycle soft plastics (any plastic which
cannot maintain its shape, e.g. plastic
bags, cellophane).
2- Recycle broken glass, mirrors, ceramics,
and pyrex glass.
3- Recycle any object which may be toxic
or hazardous.
4- Recycle foam, styrofoam, and food
wrappers.

*: Please check the poster or visit our
website: www.aubnatureconservation.org
for more information

WHAT TO DO WITH THE WASTE?
In this section, we walk you through the
implementation of the 4 R’s of the most
common items found in our bins.
The 4 R’s stand for:
Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.
Following this order is an essential
part of the process, so let’s start!

Paper/ Cardboard

Paper cups/ Plates

Plastics

Wrappers/ Plastic Bags

REFUSE

Paper use in an office is
necessary and so refusing to
use paper all together is
difficult, but not impossible!

Try as much as you can to say
no to paper cups and plates.
Bring your own washable mug
or plate instead!

You can easily refuse the
use of these materials by
bringing your own
reusable ceramic or glass
beverage/food container
and stainless cutlery.

You can refuse by getting
your own cloth bag or
tupperware to store food in!

REDUCE

-Use soft copy instead of printing
emails or documents;
use a laptop, desktop,or tablet.
-Print double sided.
-Modify font size and spacing
to fit more text on a single sheet.

If you were in a setting that
requires the use of a paper cup,
make sure to use only one.

If you have to use them,
make sure to reduce your
daily consumption.

Try as much as you can to
avoid buying wrapped food.
It is possible!

-Use scrap paper for note
taking.
-Reuse as print paper when
possible.
-Design and make your own
notebook.

Reuse your paper cup/plate
as long as it is intact.

Some plastics are
re-usable! Keep this in
mind before throwing
them away and use them
until it’s time to recycle.

Plastic bags could be used
more than once! Store
them and reuse them later.

REUSE

RECYCLE *
*: Please visit our website to stay updated
with the list of recycling facilities:
www.aubnatureconservation.org

WHO TO CONTACT
Facility

Address

Contact

Arc en Ciel

01/495561/5

Baldati (nafroz.com)

Beirut and other
Lebanese areas
Elissar

Beeatouna

Beirut

01/249653

Bi Clean

Bikfaya

04/980149

Indyact

Beirut

01/447192

L'ecoute Recycling

Hadath

70/391908

Mimosa

Qab Elias

06/401876 08/823600

Recycle Beirut

Beirut

03/050170

Roky Plast

Jbeil

Runwaste

Jnah

09/795666 03/634400
03/901251

Sharmetal

Chatila

01/823675

Sicomo

Bekaa

08/500550

Sipco

Kfarshima

05/433553

Substance Industry
Trading International

Beirut

03/213160

United Glass Products

Tripoli

06/389107

Yehya Hariri

Saida

07/732190 03/247790

04/922999

Paper and
Cardboard

Plastic Glass

Metal and
Aluminum

Organic and
Food Waste

E-Waste

